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Briefing Industry Analysts
Most industry analysts prefer to take vendor briefings by telephone. This places
particular importance on face-to-face time, including why, when, and how well
vendors use the in-person briefing venues. This Tekrati tip highlights six
outbound briefing venues:

•  Onsite briefings
• Executive briefings
• Trade show briefings and meetings
• Corporate “analyst day” briefings
• Drill-down or themed “analyst day” briefings
• Analyst-sponsored events

Preliminary Planning
The key to success is advanced planning:
• Employ a mix of analyst briefing venues over a 12-month window.
•  Match briefing venues to clearly stated relationship objectives for each

analyst. Choose the combination of venues best suited to your objectives, and
schedule them over several months. Use a logical sequence.

•  Be sure to consider the interests, preferences and expectations of the
analysts.

• Avoid submitting briefing requests that conflict with analyst firm scheduled
events. Check the Tekrati global analyst conference calendar or obtain a
calendar from your analyst firm account representative.

• Allocate appropriate budget for your briefing plan. Line items might include
travel, lodging and entertainment. Fees for analysts can include
advisory/consulting time for message-testing and certain types of briefings.

• Start briefing preparations on a timely basis, taking into account the advanced
lead-time appropriate for the venue. This might include blocking executive
staff calendars, drafting materials, checking analyst conference and travel
calendars, and confirming analyst participation.

• Be prepared to handle non-disclosure agreements for any content that your
CFO or legal counsel classifies as “material”.

• Prepare speakers to make the most of the venue. Each analyst briefing venue
offers the opportunity to create an entirely different kind of experience.
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Analyst Briefing Venues & Planning Tips

Conference Call
What One or more analysts from one firm participate in vendor

briefing by using a vendor-provided toll-free number.

Why Preferred format for standard briefing topics and
circumstances.

Planning Considerations • Ensure good sound quality on all lines.
•  Provide a toll-free line to analysts.
• Have back-up numbers for reaching each

participant.
• Whenever possible, invite analysts 4 to 6 weeks in

advance.
•  Email or post materials 3 to 5 working days in

advance.
• Start and end on time, without rushing through

content.

Onsite Briefing
What One or more analysts from one firm meet face to face

with vendor representatives. Some analyst participants
may dial-in. Usually held at analyst offices.

Why Typically, the venue for:
•  Launch of new core business strategy, line or

business, or market initiative.
•  First briefing by vendor who is a new client of the

analyst firm or service.
• Short demonstration of a product or technology.
• Drill-down following a conference call briefing.
• Relations-building for analysts and vendor

representatives who frequently communicate by
phone or email.

Planning Considerations • Limit the number of participants so that all have
adequate time, attention and opportunity to speak.

• Facilitate a dynamic, conversational exchange.
Ensure that speakers can articulate all key points
without relying on handouts.

• Use handouts only when a diagram or detailed
bulleted list directly addresses analyst questions and
interests.

•  Whenever possible, invite analysts 5 to 7 weeks in
advance.

•  Email or post materials 3 to 5 working days in
advance.

• Arrive and depart on time, without rushing through
content.
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Executive Briefing
What One or two vendor executives meet with senior analysts

of one analyst firm. Held at analyst or vendor offices, or
offsite location.

Why • Discuss “state of the business”, progress against
business and product plans, and recent/upcoming
milestones

• Discuss “state of the market”
• Carry out executive-level analyst relations
• Help repair negative vendor/analyst relationships
• Demonstrate value vendor places on specific

analysts

Planning Considerations • Vendors normally fund executive-level analyst
relations programs. Set expectations with account
representatives.

• Vendors normally pay all or part of analyst travel and
lodging.

• Invite analysts through their administrative assistants
as far in advance as possible. They travel frequently
and are constantly overbooked.

• Negotiate formal and informal agendas by proposing
objectives and then tuning based on analyst input.

• Provide basic materials in advance, and verify with
analyst that you are providing most appropriate
research highlights to the vendor executive
participants as well.
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Trade Show Briefings & Meetings
What Typically, a pre-arranged time for escorting analyst

through booth or meeting with analyst privately in
briefing areas or restaurants. Also, opportunity to host
pre-briefed analysts at press conference, customer
event or speeches held in conjunction with event.

 Note:  Tekrati recommends this venue only for follow-up
to briefings and for ongoing relationship management.

Why • Opportunity to demonstrate products and promotion
tactics, as follow-up to earlier briefings.

• Show proof of customer/prospect interest in your
firm.

• Ensure journalists attending press conferences have
immediate access to knowledgeable analyst
references.

• Opportunity to leverage travel schedules.

Planning Considerations • Check conference sessions for analyst speakers and
poll other analysts with related domain expertise on
their plans to attend.

• Be sure to attend analyst speeches and panels
included in the event agenda and those held in
parallel, such as free breakfast briefings at nearby
hotels.

• Visit analyst booths.
• Book analyst calendars 3 to 5 weeks in advance.
• Determine whether you need to provide

transportation.
• Be flexible in expecting analysts to arrive at your

booth or event. While you need to be ready and
available on time, be understanding if their schedule
slips slightly.

• Provide analysts with a booth or mobile phone for
last minute schedule changes.
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Corporate “Analyst Day” Briefing Events
What Vendors host multiple analysts from multiple firms for a

conference-style analyst relations event, lasting from a
half-day to two days. Agendas typically include
executive and senior management keynotes, breakout
sessions based on analyst domain expertise, private
one-on-one meetings and informal socializing at
receptions, meals, breaks or other activities.

Why Establish analyst expectations and measurement
assumptions for the vendor for the year ahead based
on:
•  Evolving vision, priorities, strategies and roadmaps
•  Milestones achieved
•  Evidence of leadership, culture
• Product and service demonstrations
• Caliber and attitude of other industry analysts

tracking the firm

Planning Considerations • Engage event management and multimedia
specialists as appropriate for logistics, travel and
materials.

•  Engage extranet specialists for promotion,
registration and online support.

•  Create a realistic and viable invitation list.
•  Establish clear policies on delegating invitations,

cancellation handling and expense reimbursement.
Include exception-handling processes.

•  Fully train pre-event, event and post-event support
staff.

•  Issue “save the date” invitations 6 months in
advance.

•  Initiate confirmations and begin gathering input for
tuning the agenda 3 months in advance.

•  Fully prepare speakers.
•  Fully prepare analyst attendees.
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Drill-Down or Themed “Analyst Day” Briefing Events
What Vendors host analysts from a small group of firms for a

conference-style detailed briefing event, lasting from a
half-day to a full day. Agendas typically include short
senior management keynotes, but the emphasis is on
detailed breakout sessions based on analyst domain
expertise and closed-door meetings with each firm.

Why Convey intensive information on one aspect of the
vendor’s business that is of significant interest to the
market. This might be a new product or service line, new
technology, fundamental changes in product roadmaps,
or an acquisition or merger. This is useful if live
demonstrations are critical proof points.

Planning Considerations • Be sure that the briefing content delivered in each
and every session will justify the time required of --
and the general inconvenience to -- the industry
analysts.

•  Build the agenda around the closed-door meetings
and, as appropriate, the demonstrations.

•  Create a realistic and viable analyst invitation list.
•  If you cannot confirm speakers to support

concurrent closed-door sessions on the same topic,
then consider using a different briefing venue.

•  Establish clear policies on delegating invitations and
expense reimbursement, as well as exception
handling.

•  Fully train pre-event, event and post-event support
staff

•  Issue “save the date” invitations 3 months in
advance, unless the briefing is focused on content
“material” in nature.

•  Initiate confirmations and begin gathering input for
tuning the agenda 6 to 8 weeks in advance.

•  Fully prepare speakers.
•  Fully prepare analyst attendees.
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Analyst-Sponsored Events
What Vendor representatives attend a conference, seminar or

tradeshow produced or co-sponsored by an industry
analyst firm.

Why • Obtain direct knowledge of the analyst firm’s
clientele, influence and relations with other vendors.

•  Exercise your firm’s role as an analyst client at such
events. This means bringing IT, networking,
marketing and/or sales to the event and enabling
them to query analysts on information and opinions
presented during the sessions.

•  Evaluate an analyst event program for future
sponsorship, exhibits or speeches.

Note:  Tekrati does not recommend this venue for
briefings.

Planning Considerations • Visit the Tekrati website or contact your analyst
sales representatives for conference and seminar
calendars.

•  Pre-brief analysts in time to influence information
and opinions delivered during the event.

•  Pre-register, and if needed, purchase tickets.
•  Give analysts a heads-up on the attendees coming

from your firm.
•  Articulate intelligence-gathering objectives for the

event, including knowledge about the firm’s clients,
relationships with other vendors, partners and
market influence.

•  Plan to attend social and networking functions
scheduled as part of the event.

•  Arrange for casual meet-and-greet or confirmed
social gatherings in advance.

•  Attend appropriate sessions, and complete
satisfaction surveys.

•  Visit analyst booths to update yourself on services
offered.

Conclusion
Over time, a well-planned mixture of briefing venues will strengthen and enrich
the industry analyst relationships you build through regular emails and telephone
calls.


